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THE DEPENDENCE OF THE COMPOSITE MEAN LIFE OF 
MU-MESONS ON THE ATOMIC NUMBER OF 
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( R e c e i v e d  f o r  p u b l i c c $ i o v ,  d u h j  IH, I95r))
A B S T R A C T . Tho inoasuronionis of moan life of the coniposito boam of /f-mosons 
(both positive and negative) at tea level in IhoiiabsorborK of C, Al, and Pb have reported 
previously. Tho same experiment has btum ion(iuct<‘<I with wa1('r and NaF almorberK, In 
water (only oxygen is effetitive, since a hydrogen atom rarely (‘a]>tur('s a / -^nnif-on), the 
eoinposite mean life is found to be 1.95 | 0.06 iniero-seconds. ( ‘lioo-<iijg tlu' thickr.efs of 
water absorber to be equivalent to the sulphur absorber i n  rospo(d t o the stopiniig power ol the 
/i-rnesons, the decay curve of tho positives in S has I eon taken to n^presfait tla^  mnu  ^ in water 
and honco by subtraction, the moan life of the negative /A-mesens in water has lujen detenniLod 
to bo equal to 1.8 0 ^ 0 .10  microsocoiids. In the case of NaF ld .1) absorber, tiro
experimental | oints have boon found to represent a comjxr-ite decay (urv(> giving the moan 
life equal to 1 .8 2 £ 0 .0 9  micimeconds.
The Z dependence of the composite mean life has Ix^ en found to fit- an ompiri(‘ul relation, 
T + -- 2.50 -  0.065 Z  microseconds. ‘ -
in the interval Z = 6  to Z - 16.
I N T H 0  D U C T J 0  N
The mean life of the positive /t mesons is the same in all absorbers, but that 
of the negatives is dependent on the absorbing element. Fiom the A-orbit, 
negative mesons can either be captured by the atomic nucleus oi dist integrate 
simtaneously, Their decay constant should, therefore, be A+A. whore A =  
I/T+.T+being the moan life of free decay and A the probabiUty per second lor 
capture, The decay electrons arising from the decay of negative muons should follow 
a dis-integration curve with the decay constant A+A. Hence one can write
W-,() =  «“(o) exp[-(A+A)<] *'• (b
where «-,o, and W',,, are the number of negative mesons disintegrating between
f=0 to <-ec and <=< to <=« respectively: Now, »-,«) 
is the number of negative-mesons-available for decay and capture at <
where N-(o)
= 0 ,-
The cp taie  conrtmte e«., therefore, he oieMured by d«enmn.n8-tl» . p ^  
rent me«. life 1/(A+A) of negative mnon., If the experiment is e«n«i onV^rth. 
OTt'differentinting between the pomtive md negative mMODB. •  «“ «“ O iW -
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of the disintegration constant should still be observed in materials of suitable ato­
mic numbers, This 'change’ of the disintegration constant is due to the fact that 
the experimental data really represent a superposition of two decay curves, one 
produced by the positives with the mean life 1/A and the other produced by the 
negative with a mean life 1/(A+A). Hence the total decay curve is represented
i>y
exp [ - A<]+A/(A +  A) x N-^„^  exp [—(A+A)<] ... (2)
I t is clear that in such investigations particular attention must be paid to 
very short decay times, specially if the capture constant is large, for the effect 
of the negative mesons at large time intervals after stopping will be almost nil,
E X P E R I M E N T A L  D E T A I L S  A N D  R E S U L T S
With a view to observing the variation of the mean life of the composite mix­
ture of II mesons available at sea level with the atomic number of the absorbing 
element, a set of experiments was carried out in this laboratory. The delayed 
coincidence technique was utilised to register the decay electrons arising out of the 
decay of the stopped //-mesons. The details of the electronic circuits and the 
arrangement of the G.M. counters have been reported before (1954a). The experi. 
mental results with the C, Al, S and Pb absorbers have been communicated 
previously (19546). Since then we have made measurements with water and NaF 
absorbers. Here we shall report these results.
(1) Water Absorber,
The thickness of the water absorber was so chosen that it was equivalent 
to the sulphur absorber (results reported before) with respect to the stopping 
power of the /(-mesons. 13.5 gms of water per square centimeter were used in thin 
galvanized iron containers of area 2"x20''.
The results with this absorber have been plotted in figure. 1 on a semi-logarith­
mic scale. The points fit a single straight line which represents the decay curve 
of a composite beam of mesons in the absorbing material, It is known from the 
works of Panofosky, Aamodt and Hadley (1951) that the D'  ^ 7r~ as well a s /(“ 
mesons, are very rarely captured by the hydrogen nucleus and hence oxygen 
is the only effective element in the case of water absorber. It is noted that the 
nature of the curves in the cases of absorbers of low atomic numbers, such as 
carbon, (reported earlier) and oxygen, is the same, as in both the cases the com- 
posite decay curves are registered upto the last point. This is expected since 
the apparent mean lives of the negatives in these materials are not much less than 
that of the positives which implies that the negatives were still available for 
decay at 4.0 microseconds.
The composite mean life of the mesons is found to be 1.95±0.08 microseconds. 
As the thicknesses of tho sulphur and water absorbers were equivalent as regards 
the stopping power of the mesons, the same number of the positive mesons decayed
in both the cases in a definite time interval. The numbers of decay electrons 
on account of such decays were also the same in the two cases, since the thicknesses 
of the absorbers and the number of G.M. counters in the delayed coincidence did 
not alter. Any correction for the solid angle need not be considered and hence the 
positive decay curve of sulphur has been drawn in figure 1 to represent the same in 
water. By subtraction, the decay curve of the negative /^-mesons in water has 
been obtained. The negative mean life comes out to be L80±0.19 microseconds. 
The calculated capture probability is (0.90±0,85) x 10® per second.
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Fig. 1, Tho decay curve of t h o  composite and the negative /i mesons in water.
If the observed integral decay curves are extrapolated to the zero time, one 
obtains the number of mesons available for decay in tho time interval t =  0 to 
t =  00 Corresponding to the positive decay curve, it represents the number of 
mesons stopped in the material. In the case of the negatives, however, a fraction 
of the stopped particles is captured by the nucleus and hence to ge e
number of the stopping mesons a multiplication factor = ^ i s  to be m-
troduced. Since both the negative and the positive decay curves are known in 
this case, we haye been able to find the ratio of the positive to the negative 
•slow’ mesons and the value is 0.90±0.16.
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(2) N a F  Absorber.
The arrangement of the apparatus was slightly altered for this absorber and 
a single absorber was used because large quantities of the compound were not 
available in the laboratory. The configuration of the G.M. coimters Is shown 
in figure 2. The number of counters in the delayed coincidence was reduced to six 
(instead of nine in the case of other absorbers) contained in two trays and the ab­
sorber was placed in between. Fifteen pounds of powdered sodium fluoride was 
taken in a thin galvanized iron container of area 2" x  20* square inches, for meson 
absorption.
Fig. 2 . The experimental arrangements o f  G. M. counters in the case o f N aF  absorber.
The plot of the data on a semi-logarithmic scale as shown in figure 3. yields 
the composite mean life of the //-mesons stopped in the material. It is seen from 
the figure that the points corresponding to the delays of 3.8 and 4.0 microsecond 
lie above the composite decay curve even within the statistical errors shown. 
It  is possible that the contribution of the negative mesons to the decay electron 
counting rates at these time delays is not so significant as it is for smaller values 
of delay times. The composite mean life is 1.82±0.09 microseconds.
‘ The relative number of captures of the negative mesons in a chemical mixttire 
should, according to Fermi and Teller, be proportional to the atomic number
of the element. The validity of the Z law has been assumed by Ticho (1948) 
for the Na and F  atoms and he gives the effective Z  value of the NajP compound
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^Secs.
Fjg. 3. Tho decay curve of the composite beam of /* mesons in N aF absorber.
to be equal to 10,1 on this assumption. Thus the de:?ay curve in this absorber
is expected to yield practically tli(3 same as in an element of Z =  10.
C O N C L U S I O N
The dependence of the composite mean life of mesons at sea level is obvious 
from Table I, where our results, along w ith those of others are tabulated for com­
parison.
TABLE I
Composite mean life of mesons in different absorbers
Composite moan life of me.sons 
T ±  in microseconds at Authors
z
sea level 3,500 meters 
lioi^dit
16 1.48± 0 .0 8 — Biswas and Sinha (1945b)
13 1.6 8 ± 0 .0 7 —
13 ____ 1.7810.10 Ticho (1947)
12 ____ J.70±0.10 Bonade and Sard (1949)
10 1 . 8 2 -to.09 — Pros(3nb Experiment
8 1.9r>±0.08
6 2 .0 R i0 .0 3 — Morewitz and Shamos (1953)
6 2.12±0.02 — Bell and Hincks (1952)
6 2 .15 ± 0 .0 9 — Biswas and Sinha (1954b)
4 2 .15 ± 0 .0 2 — Bell and Hincks (1952)
3 2.20±0.02 — t*
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For Z <  16, the value of the composite mean life increases as the atomic number 
of the absorbing medium decreases and tends to attain a value equal to the mean 
life of the positive mesons, 2.22 microseconds for Z<&. This shows that for Z<6, 
the apparent mean life of the negative /i mesons is approximately the same as the 
mean life of the positives.
Fig. 4 ( a ) .  
of
The varintion o f the composite moan life o f M mesons with the atomic number 
the absorber,
Fig, 4 (b). Empirical relation of
It is seen that our results are in good agreement with those of others. In 
figure 4(a), a curve has been drawn showing the Z dependence of the composite 
mean life upto the values of Z = 16 (sulphur). In Fig. 4(b), only the results 
of our experiments have been plotted against Z in the interval Z = 6 to 
Z =  16, and it is shown that a straight line can be drawn through the points sug­
gesting the empirical formula
T ±  = 2.60—.066Z, microseconds in the range 6<Z<16.
The composite mean lives as detfrraiued by Ticho (1948) and by Benado and 
Sard (1949) in aluminium and magnesium respectively also fit the line as shown in 
figure 4(b). Their results favour the empirical relation as obtained fnmi our data.
As the experiments of Ticho and of Boiiade and Sard were carried out at an 
altitude of 3,500 metres above sea le^ el and since their results for the (omposite 
beam are consistent with our findinis, it is possible that the j)ositive/negativo 
ratio at a height of 3,500 metres may not be much different from that at the sea 
level; otherwise the composite mean life which is dependent on this ratio would 
not have followed a systematic variation as has been shown here. Bence it can 
be mentioned that the phenomenological theory of Puppi and Dallaporta (1952) 
on the assumption of the constancy or a slow variation of the ratio with altitude 
gets a support from these observations.
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